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Every woman, no matter what her age, how much money she has, what 
religion, whether or not she is married, or what place she is in, has a right 
to attend school and learn. This is the philosophy behind an amazing 
grassroots school movement begun at Goroka YWCA - the Kisim Save Skul 
Bilong 01 Meri: The Gaining Knowledge School for Women. 

Goroka YWCA initiated and established a Women's Training Centre during 
1988. Two women, Debbie Chapman and Anna Maben, worked in 
consultation with, and responding to, the expressed needs of many women 
in the community. Those women with limited access to resources were 
particularly targeted. 

Literacy in Tok Pisin, and urban skills, such as banking, legal awareness, 
family planning, time and weight measurement, consumer awareness and 
nutrition have been brought together in a programme called 'Kisim Save 
Skul Bilong Ol Meri': the Gaining Knowledge School for Women. It has 
been an outstanding success. 

The 'skul' now has a large number of students (about 120) who attend 
regularly and enthusiastically. Almost all of the student have never been to 
school before - they are 'first chance learners'. Their literacy skills have 
increased dramatically along with their self-confidence and understanding of 
the world around them. 

There is a team of six actively involved and trained women who have 
become teachers (as paid workers or volunteers), and an equal number of 
local resource people who come regularly to share their particular expertise. 
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There is a small but significant library ("rum buk") of materials in tok pisin, 
some of which have been written and produced by staff and students. 

Due to demand, the Training Centre also initiated and implemented literacy 
teacher training for approximately 40 women from throughout Eastern 
Highlands at a week long workshop during November 1989 entitled 
'Kirapim Tis Insait Long Yu Yet': Awaken the Teacher Inside You. Many 
of these participants have now set up their own programmes and there is a 
burgeoning network of women's literacy projects all over the province. 
There has been active involvement in the Goroka Literacy Group, which has 
held seminars and workshops, printed literacy shirts, and raised the level of 
awareness about literacy and its inherent value to the community as well as 
individuals. 

There are strong links with many agencies and individuals within the 
community (e.g. Goroka Teachers' College, Women's Division, Non Formal 
Education etc.) and a growing reputation, not only amongst women 
themselves, but also nationally and internationally. 

The Kisim Save Skul Bilong 01 Meri has some value statements 
underpinning the programme which are articulated andcmphasised regularly. 
What every woman, irrespective of income, age, religion, marital status 
and/or place is entitled to and has the right to attend and learn. It is stressed 
that all have the potential to learn, even if some learn faster or slower than 
others. A spirit of cooperation and sharing is encouraged between teachers 
and students as well as between students themselves. An understanding that 
we all have different skills and levels of ability in different areas is 
encouraged. The skul endeavours to be a place where women have the 
chance to try a range of experiences and learn in a positive, supportive 
environment. Different kinds of challenges are presented, new information 
shared and discussion encouraged to create a truly educative environment for 
all who are involved with the skul. 

All this has been achieved since December 1988 and with reasonably small 
amounts of money. This type of project is neither difficult nor vague; it can 
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be immediate and extremely significant. 

In essence this programme has acted as a pilot women's literacy project 
using developmental processes and knowledge acquisition as a tool for 
empowerment. The Goroka project has seen, first hand, how crucial literacy 
is to women's self 
esteem as well as developing the more practical and obvious benefits the 
skills of reading and writing can bring in this society. 

Literacy is an important and essential first step in any development work 
with women: the Goroka project has demonstrated this clearly. It has also 
shown how simple it can be to make a huge and lasting difference to 
women's lives - through a community based and relevant literacy and 
learning programme. 

Note: 

This paper is adapted and reprinted with thanks to the authors, from Tok Blong 01 
Meri, The World YWCA Pacific Area Office Newsletter, No. 4, December, 1990. 
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